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September newsletter
In this edition, you can read about:

The European Week of Regions and Cities 2021
The cooperation programme 2021-2027 
The webinar on green policy in maritime regions
Our policy brief on halting ocean plastic pollution 
A project story about wine routes and sustainable tourism
The second season of the Interreg podcast
More latest news and upcoming events...

Let's meet at #EURegionsWeek!
The 19th edition of the European Week of Regions and Cities is just around the
corner. Have you chosen between the 300+ sessions yet?  We have some
suggestions for you:

Get inspired by solutions on recovery
Discover the future of pan-European cooperation
Visit us at the virtual exhibition
Join our projects sessions.

Register now. >>>

The cooperation programme's 1nal text 

Our cooperation programme 2021-2027 is ready
for the Partner States' signatures. Have a look at the
final text. >>>

Greener policies for maritime regions

Our experts together with Interact will co-host a
webinar on green policy challenges in maritime
regions. Register and join on 5 October. >>>

Our brief on ocean plastic pollution

Read the latest policy brief prepared by our Policy
Learning Platform experts and find solutions to
address the ocean's plastic pollution. >>>

A story on sustainable wine routes

Read the story about the development of wine
routes and sustainable tourism in South-Limburg
inspired by the BRANDtour project. >>>

Second season of the Interreg podcast

The podcast series "This is Europe" is back for a
second season. Listen to the stories of Europeans
benefitting from cooperation all across Europe. >>>

'Europe let's cooperate!' in 2021
Join the online edition of 'Europe, let's cooperate!' 
Save the 24-25 November 2021 in your agenda.

Registrations will open soon. >>>

Every month, we highlight one result from our projects. This month, let's look at
Night Light. See how the project helped Luxemburg to address light pollution. You

can read about this result and many more in our publication. >>> 
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Latest news
Dialog: a best practice in public sector
innovation
28 Sep 2021

E-workshop recording: sustainable and
competitive tourism
27 Sep 2021

Discover our policy learning services
27 Sep 2021

Interreg projects in Luxembourg
21 Sep 2021

Have your say on the Marine Strategy
Framework Directive
25 Aug 2021

Upcoming events

Technological innovations in favor of the
elderly
06 Oct 2021

Designing New Growth - Design4Innovation
Final Event
06 Oct 2021

European Week of Regions and Cities
11 Oct 2021

EU Sustainable Energy Week
25 Oct 2021

SAVE THE DATE: Europe, let's cooperate!
2021
24 Nov 2021

 

Sign up to our thematic policy digest >>>
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